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Abstract
The article explores the issue of ―sovereignism‖ – a phenomenon that strengthened in Europe in the interwar period and
blossomed after the Second World War. Nowadays, ―sovereignism‖ implies a return to, or a greater focus of attention
on the nation-state, in opposition to the globalisation. In Ukraine, the modern ―sovereignism‖, as the author arguments,
is caused by the ―black holes‖ in sovereignty – misuse of sovereignty principle as an artificially created and legally
warranted mechanism that serves interests of the political authorities. The reasons for these ―black‖ gaps range from
internal to external and include Holodomor, war, refugee crisis, lawlessness and the abuse of human dignity.
In order to oppose ―sovereignism‖, the author suggests, it is to eradicate war as a phenomenon incompatible
with the human existence, promote mutual assistance, respect international law, and strengthen the weaklings of the
global system. The remedy may seem utopic, but it becomes reality with each of the small bricks put into the foundation
of the future building.
Key words: sovereignism, ―black holes‖, sovereignty, aggressor, artificial mechanism, war, burning issue
Introduction
Signs of sovereignism are deeply embedded in human history with the first proto-State formations. Its foremost
variants, in our opinion, can be traced back to ostracism system in Ancient Greece. Back to our time, we note that
sovereignism as a phenomenon spread during the Interwar Period and intensified its expansion with the end of World
War II. Appropriate conditions for its development, we assume, were laid in international relations system since the
creation of the universal Organisation of the United Nations. Thus, with the end of the War and the first salvoes
celebrating the victory over fascism, the two world superpowers - the USSR and the United States - articulated their
plans to reshape the world under their own scenarios. The scenarios that in some point coincided and involved identical
means of implementation.
Sovereignty for many years was considered as the highest stage of statehood and established interstate relations
development. This system guaranteed territorial integrity, non-interference in internal affairs, recognition of the rights
of persons living in this territory, the right to choose an economic development model, positive image. However, these
provisions were signed on paper and enshrined in international instruments. Sovereignty rather represented a legal norm
than a system of practical implementation. Only leading, powerful, nuclear states were able to boast of holistic
sovereignty. Whereas they used any opportunity to violate the sovereignty of other less powerful and capable states.
The system of sovereignty in a certain way acted as a shield in international life. It was a deterrent against the seizure
and violation of the dignity of states, as well as a certain taboo against external interference.
We assume, sovereignism can be regarded as a manifestation of pseudo-evolution of sovereignty theoty, in fact
its miscalculations or ―flaws‖. Sovereignism, as an ideology of sovereignty, opposes federalism and supranational
communities. Sovereignism thus protects the state from ―dissolving‖ in other states or in another dimension, as for
example in international supranational communities. Modern representatives and supporters of sovereignism stand up
for unification schemes upon confederation basis. These views are exactly in unison with those of a prominent
politician - President of the French Republic, General de Gaulle. This is reaffirmed in the modern principles of
sovereignism – Gaullism with its main slogan – ―Europe of Nations‖.
The etymology of this concept is still not finally adopted, since in different countries there are differential
branches of sovereignism. One of the analysts and researchers of sovereignism, Stefano Bellucci, estimated that there
are more than 140 different definitions of this concept in English. According to the same author, two groups of
sovereignism can be distinguished – the right wing (representatives of Germany, moderate) and the left wing
(representatives of France, holding the views of extreme Marxists-Leninists, fascists, Trotskists, etc.). There are big
names among the left wing representatives — such as: Marine Le Pen in France, Salvini in Italy, Kurz in Austria, Orbán
in Hungary. All of them hold anti-Europeanism, Euroskeptic and anti-migration convictions that serve as a ground for
the policies they pursue. In the UK, this approach has already backfired with Brexit. And, in our opinion, Stefano
Bellucci expressed an interesting remark that international associations are established in the interests of specific
countries: The World Trade Organization (WTO) – in the interests of the United States, and the European Union – in
the interests of the UK. At the same time, in general, the entire sovereignism movement is aimed against globalization.
French political circles demonstrate especially strong support for and close attention to sovereignism. Using
Gaullist rhetoric, they are trying to popularize sovereignism principles of global development and, in particular, of
European development.
Where did sovereignty come from and where was it born? Here we observe an interesting phenomenon:
sovereignism first established itself in Africa, namely in Algeria, the French colony, in the late 1950s. At the time, the
French-speaking Algerian population predominately from mixed families opposed the policy of General de Gaulle, who
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decided to transfer sovereignty to this French colony (1956). In the 1980s sovereignism burst out with renewed vigor in
Canadian French Quebec and later finally gained a foothold in France. Implementation of state social development
programs became the motto of French sovereignism i.e. it embraced a model opposing free market and individualism
(USA). Now sovereignism varieties can be found in Catalonia and Basconia Spainish regions that are considered
predominantly socialist. Whereas the Scottish version is of British nationalistic colours and fundamentals. The leading
ideas of the above-mentioned branches include government non-intervention in economic development process,
promotion of neo-liberal and conservative ideas. Over time, sovereignism has acquired populism features: it promotes
development of nation-states shutting and opening their borders whenever they deem it necessary. Now sovereignism
advocates mainly appeal to independence of the state, to preservation of its identity, to protection of its reputation.
What did other countries gain after surviving the fires of war? As enshrined in the UN Charter, all peoples in the
world gained freedom, independence, peace and human rights. Ukrainians have the right to be proud of their
representatives - leading scientists: historian M. Petrovskyi, biochemist O. Palladin, diplomat D. Manuilskyi, who wrote
the preamble and the first chapter of the UN Charter (Chekalenko 2005: 297-298). At the same time, this document
entailed deep contradiction, incorporating time-bombs, namely with regard to the principle of self-determination of
peoples and the right to unitary and territorial integrity of a state (Charter 1995). The question is : either scientists were
oblivious of this inappropriateness or they deliberately overlooked it. The answer remains behind the scenes.
Perhaps that is why in most cases the Organization promoted the interests of the main powers. Today, the UN
performs mainly mediation functions: it does not interfere in minimal conflicts, but mostly considers significant clashes
with regard to victim threshold. If the number of victims exceeds 1000 people, then the Organisation may pay attention
to such a conflict, call it a war and reflect on deploying blue helmets. Although, take the case of Ukraine, the number of
our victims in the war has far exceeded 1000, but the Organization is powerless to apply the mechanism for the
punishment of aggressor.
And UN statutory provisions on ―the administration of territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full
measure of self-government‖, as well as the statement on ―establishing an international trusteeship system for the
administration ‖ of certain territories (Charter 1995, 2) seem quite obsolete. At the same time, we note that since there is
no other alternative to the international security system within hard power and soft power, no one would challenge to
strengthen or restore the well-known UN mechanism on a new basis.
Sovereignty for many years was considered as the highest stage of statehood and a certain taboo from
external interference. Whereas sovereignism, in our assumption, can be regarded as a manifestation of pseudo-evolution
of sovereignty theory, in fact as ―flaws‖ of sovereignty. Sovereignism is treated as some kind of sovereignty, but, in
fact, it is rather a hidden historical error. Yet all of us at the current stage of development are obliged to protect the
sovereignty of our states from possible chaos. ―Sovereign and independent nations are the only vehicle where freedom
has ever survived, democracy has ever endured, or peace has ever prospered,‖ US President Trump said in his address
to the UN General Assembly in September 2018. ―And so we must protect our sovereignty and our cherished
independence above all‖ (Sovereignty 2019).
Literature Review
When reviewing modern scientific literature on sovereignty, we confirmed our assumption that the issue of
sovereignty for most domestic researchers with some exceptions (M.Mynakov 2016) turned out to be a Terra incognita
problem — a new and unknown field. In this plane, foreign research papers prevail. In independent Ukraine, first of
them were translated from Russian into Ukrainian and had small circulation due to lack of funding (Kupchan Ch 1998;
Hedley Bull 1985; James N. Rosenau 2005; Buzan Barry 2004; Freyberg-Inan Annette 2004). The researchers analyze
the origin of sovereignty, reveal its essence, compare invariants of its application. There is also some interest in
scientific reviews on sovereignty evolution that criticize this phenomenon and the mechanism of its implementation
(Galtung Johan 2004; D. Thompson 2019; Bzezhinskyi Z. 1994; Martti Koskenniemi 2011).
In domestic literature sovereignty issues were considered mainly by politicians and legislators already at
the time when independent Ukraine was assuming its statehood (since 1990), since only one state – the Soviet Union,
not the republics had the right of sovereignty in the USSR.
The first state document of Ukraine to this end was called ―Declaration of State Sovereignty of Ukraine‖
(Declaration 1990). Although today the Declaration is null and void, it laid out the principles of state independence and
sovereignty of Ukraine, and its texts later became a part of other legislative acts (Law 2003). With further build-up of
legal and legislative framework new developments were presented on this subject. These developments became the
basis for education and science reforms, for new textbooks on law and legal validity, history of Ukrainian statehood and
history of Ukraine, as well as for textbooks and manuals on social science that evolved into... political science. At the
same time, we recall that political science was banned as a science in the USSR being regarded as bourgeois. Thus, an
unofficial license for its development was given only since 1992.
The first international law developments on public affairs also included sovereignty issues, since there were no
discussions regarding sovereignism at that time. Official documents, textbooks and manuals, foreign research papers
were published for the needs of higher and secondary schools and the public of Ukraine.They explained the main
components of the given theory in Ukrainian (Muravyov V.I. 2002; Theory 2002; Bzezhinskyi Z. 1994; Bull Hedley
2002; Galtung Johan 2004; Topornin B.N. 1999; Hardt M., Negri A. 2004).
Gradually the Ukrainian researchers started to publish the scientific reviews on sovereignty. Apart from articles
and monographs, thesises were also devoted to this issue. (Zadorozhniy O.V. 2014; L. Chekalenko 2005, 2007).
Russia's aggression against Ukraine gave a strong impetus to the development of the issues mentioned (M. 2014). At the
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same time, it should be noted that studies of legal direction consider sovereignty in terms of international law and its
application in practice (Syroyid T.JI. 2018; Skrynka D.V. 2010; Kozak L. 2002; Juano Daniel 2006; Noam Lubell 2011;
Marko Milanovic 2013).
For the first time, the political interaction analysis of sovereignty/sovereignism and supranational
international structures was presented in the context of learning and realizing that for Ukraine there is no alternative to
EU and Euro-Atlantic integration models for development. The forementioned studies were related to drafting
legislative acts of Ukraine on national security and cooperation with the EU and NATO.
Analysis of the existing literature leads to the conclusion that the vast majority of researchers consider
sovereignism in terms of its outcomes. Take the emergence of self-proclaimed, non-recognized states, as a major
example. Scientists mainly ignored other issues caused by sovereignism.
Discussion
Absence of civil society
Our observation is that souverenization of states was a pillar of the post-WW2 international order. At that time,
the strong supported the weak for certain privileges, and the weak tried to find a defender of their sovereignty either
among the main powers, or in international organizations.
The civil society shall act as a mechanism of ―bottom-up‖ sovereignty defence. However, we face the
following problem: is there a full-fledged civil society in post-Soviet societies, or is it only a wish of political scientists?
The practice of political life in the FSU region proves that FSU states, and, Ukraine, in particular, are far from fostering
sustainable civil society and nowadays there is practically no sign of it. What we observe in Ukraine is only a name of
―civil society‖ that is still far from reaching its final development phase in conformity with all the criteria of this fullfledged creation. Confidence that civil society exists is gradually disappearing as we move from Kyiv to remote areas.
Ukrainian society is still in a transitional phase from ―Homo sovieticus‖ to ―Homo civilizus‖. Society does not seem to
be Soviet, although you could still hardly name it civilizational or civil.
Thus, the origins of emerging sovereignism, in our opinion, are the ―black holes‖ in sovereignty, its former
power and modern weakness, its historical ineffectiveness and vague future. As well as in the absence of civil society.
Recall that sovereign middle-income European countries had bitter experience of being unable to defend themselves.
We don't need to look any further, recall that the USSR seized sovereign territories of Romania and Poland on the eve
of IIWW, played ―games‖ with sovereignty through neutrality with the Republic of Austria. What is more, it seized
parts of Ukrainian territories followed by their distribution to Moldova, Poland, Russia, it played ball with Crimea
status, the Hungarian Revolution, the then SFR Yugoslavia, etc. The same tactics was applied to Asian and African
countries, where the USSR ―was building‖ socialism (the then Cambodia, Cuba, Vietnam, Laos, Egypt, Afghanistan,
etc.).
The West kept up with the USSR, by crushing the then Czechoslovakia, by joining the process of ―scalping‖
Germany, by pursuing shameful colonial policy. On top of that, the West cast a long shadow on its image due to
involvement in Yugoslav Kosovo events. Has the process of sovereign states humiliation come to an end? As we can
see, humiliation is explained (tested) by sovereignism and this continues until now. Russia has cut the territories of
Georgia and Ukraine, it shares control over Syria with Turkey, it creates artificial enclaves and exclaves, it blackmails
Belarus...
In the world dimension, post-industrial society is formed at one pole, and on the other — in the 21st century
(!), as stated by the UN Charter, there are semi-colonial, so-called ―mandate‖ territories, ― whose peoples have not yet
attained a full measure of self-government‖ (UN Charter 1995), and are in need of international governance. As we see,
even the Charter of the universal organization still incorporates colonialism ideology. And, strangely enough,
everybody is fine with that! Thus, the process of overriding sovereignty continues.
In this situation, why not the underdeveloped territories with their underdeveloped leaders establish a separate
semblance of statehood for themselves? Therefore, all over the world, the self-proclaimed countries emerge/disappear
like mushrooms in the rain. They fail not only to develop independently in economic and political field, but also are too
weak even to establish their own administration. The self-proclaimed DNR and LNR that disappeared, Transnistria,
Nagorno-Karabakh, Ossetia and Abkhazia (the list goes on), are not only ―milking‖ their sponsors, but are also trying to
intimidate the whole world either by terrorism, or by blackmail of the possibility that all these rudiments would unify
under a single umbrella.
“Failed states” as a source of sovereignism
There was nearly a consensus regarding sovereignty between the theorists and politicians of the bipolar world.
They stated that sovereignty was the highest form of statehood existence, which was either assumed by the state itself or
provided ―forever‖ by other more powerful state formation. Sovereignty is the form of state existence aimed at
preserving territorial integrity and protecting against external interference, as well as from internal turmoil. How often
we heard about seemingly inviolable postulate enshrined in international law principles that sovereignty is a defence
mechanism against the aggressor, a taboo for the invader, etc. (Shestopal S.S., Turyanskaya E.S. ; Sergunin A.A. 2010;
Konyshev V.N. 2014; Claus D. Zimmermann; Jorge E. Núñez Taylor 2017). It seems that the researchers substituted
the wish for the reality.
Now we are all experiencing a transition period, when something new emerges, and this is always a long and
painful process. And more. This process is also dangerous. As history shows, when the established international rules
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collapse, the world wars and local clashes occur - sweeping millions of people off the face of the earth and ruining
economic potential.
Thus, the system of checks and balances cracked. The foregoing system was established as a practical
application of the theory that all the freshmen are familiar with. It was the theory of political realism by Hans
Morgenthau and his followers (Hans J. Morgenthau 1985). As long as the power dominated – it led the process. The
sovereign put pressure on the state, through the power of control, dependence, power management and military power.
There was not a slightest mention of sovereignism and it was unpopular. Only the power weakened - sovereignism
resurfaced. This happened mainly in failed states, which have become an excellent basis for the implementation and
justification of sovereignism.
To call states "failed" the characteristics of "fragile states", "weak states", "unstable states", "poor states", etc.
are applied, with all the definitions used interchangeably. The report of the British Overseas Development Institute on
failed states indicates that there is no clear definition of ―fragile state‖. On the one hand, this term is used to determine
both the state functionality and the consequences of state failure. That means identifying the problems that these states
generate, such as threats to global security or refugee problem (Donors 2006). In addition, the level of failure is
estimated, according to which the weak states are divided into a number of relevant groups. This is how the Failed
States Index 2011; Fragile States Index 2019 was compiled.
The first group includes states that can no longer perform most of their functions, such as Somalia. The second
group involves failing states that behave deliberately to provoke conflicts. 'Rogue states' constitute the third group. And,
finally, there are states that are completely or significantly unsustainable. It is on the territory of these states where
various uncontrolled enclaves or enclaves controlled by field commanders appear. The above-mentioned Somalia serves
a typical illustrative example of a failed state for a long time. The same is true of the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Guinea and Sudan.
The world most developed countries are deeply concerned with the threats posed by such states and primarily
due to terrorism. American presidents are increasingly involved in this field. Thus, since the Clinton administration, the
Plan on developing strategies for failing states, failed states and states that are rebuilding (1994) was devised. Later, this
project was continued by the Center for Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector (IRIS) of the University of
Maryland and George Mason University, funded by USAID. (Vasylieva 2011; Framework for the Assessment).
The role of personality in sovereignism
The activities of particular social groups and even individual wirepullers prone to conflicts are the trigger
mechanisms for the fall of states and the emergence of enclaves, as well as for the first manifestations of sovereignism.
They make full use of the failures of the authorities, such as, political repression, high corruption level, poverty, lack of
education, religious conflicts, lesseons learnt from civil conflicts, etc. In addition, external intervention can also be a
trigger, although it is not always taken into account when studying this phenomenon. It should be recognized that the
attitude to the role of personality is gradually changing from rise to critical factor of any revolt — to fall to plain role in
oblivion. Today, the role of personality in any unrest again takes its rightful place.
I remember how centuries ago the theorists of two schools – Anglo-American (political realism) and French
(idealism +) took a stand for the issue who should be allowed international legal personality. The French School of
Sociology insisted on adding particular individuals (such as Soros, Gates, etc.) to the list of ―happy men‖. That is the
list of the dominant figures able to turn the world upside down in a couple of hours by ruining the market, destroying
generally recognised principles etc. The Americans harshly opposed this idea, because in their opinion, particular
individuals can ―misuse‖ the provided personality and do harm to the world community. Therefore, until now the
classical three lines of bearers of personality include states (the first line), international organizations (the second list)
and financial industrial groups.
After a while, the problem of altering the paradigm of international existence has arisen again. Some
billionaires have everything but for international personality. Now they are proud of their own status, articulated on a
formula, ―then we followed the rules.‖ Today, on the contrary — ―they follow our rules‖. Now, when Tim Cook or
Mark Zuckerberg come to Paris, they are the ones who decide who they will meet among the French political staff. Yet
the goal of these Western American players here is not merely to defend their economic interests, but also to promote a
vision of the world based on their values.
Another example concerns the dialogue between the FBI and Apple with the former asking for the tools to
read the encrypted messages on the iPhone of one of the two terrorists who shot 14 people in the San Bernardino case.
Apple refused to give access to its smartphones on the pretext of privacy risks of its customers. Apple prided itself on
defending fundamental rights, such as the right to privacy of conversations, in order to oppose the American state. So,
the idea that thanks to technology, private actors will be able to effectively replace the state and its public services by
performing traditional state functions is becoming increasingly popular (Gilles Babinet 2019). And it is these
individuals who fuel sovereignism popularity that benefits them in terms of wealth and privileges.
A number of examples of increased sovereignism influence relate to partially recognized self-proclaimed
states. This is Kosovo, and Chechnya, and Tatarstan, the former DPR and LPR. ―A la independent‖ Crimea also wanted
to be enlisted there (but there were no time). When analyzing the events resulting in the emergence of such entities, you
realize that these sovereignism issues in FSU countries are generated by Russia that must be held accountable for the
consequences of such a policy (Gilles Babinet 2019). There are home-grown players inherent to other regions of the
world.
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Crisis
We regard crises as the next reason for strengthening sovereignism. The crisis always causes destruction. Crisis
in politics, economics, ideology, culture..., eventually ―crisis in the minds‖. The global economic crisis has lasted for an
indefinite period. As a result, the crisis situation of the economy aggravates the social situation, and the deterioration of
the social situation in any country exacerbates the negative attitude to the authorities with the ethnic factor often in
focus, since it is much easier to blow up the ―fire‖ on ethnic grounds than on political ones. The national question,
ethnic differentiation is a rather vulnerable and subtle substance that responds sensitively to any problems caused by
both internal and external factors. The reason for this is mainly unresolved issues with ensuring full development of
ethnic minorities, inappropriate policy of the title nation regarding them, historical grievances that trace its roots to
ancient artificial territorial rearrangements, as well as historical shortfalls and mistakes of the predecessors.
Ethnic outbreaks of confrontation arise in those societies where the statehood evolved mainly upon the
tradition of seizure of alien territories, artificial annexation of other nations that represented other values and other
civilizations. The aggressive policy, the behavior of absolute souvereign on the seized lands, the limited instinct of
property that evolved for centuries - all this contributed to forming the deep roots of antagonism. That means alienation
of the establishment by the large swathes of population, everlasting hatred to the exploiter, the historical code of
confrontation and struggle for independence.
And the manifestation and realization of sovereignism inclinations, the outbreaks of disobedience, social
revolutions, hard confrontations, ethnic wars, etc. they all happen more often against the backdrop of this historic
opportunity, against the backdrop of ―window of opportunity‖ — a successful coincidence of circumstances/puzzles
that were the most favourable for achieving success. (Richard Ned Lebow 2007)
Thus, in order to comprehend sovereignism phenomenon, it is necessary to look into sovereignty
phenomenon that is the power of the contra state. There is a question on the essence of sovereignty: whose power is
utmost? Over the enemy? No. Sovereignty means the utmost power over fellow citizens. If we take a closer look at such
a phenomenon as sovereignty, it comes to mind that it was artificially introduced (developed, created) to assert power
against its own people. Recall that the history of sovereignty originates from the power of one — the power of
sovereign. And the notion of ―sovereignty‖ originates from suzerain, sovereign, that is, the monarch responsible for the
territory owned by their, for their citizens and subjects living on the land. Thus, sovereignty is ruled by those who
constitute society. Thus, it is highly likely that the sovereignty mechanism, as a necessary (punitive) apparatus, was
raised to a high level of international legal norms and enshrined in the relevant international legal documents.
Sovereignty weakness as a source of sovereignism
Has the sovereignty provided security for the countries? Sovereignty originates with the advent of Westphalian
system of international relations after the Thirty Years' War against religious dogmas for secular and independent
European states. Availing ourselves of this opportunity, we express our deep gratitude to diplomat, legal scholar, Hugo
Grotius for developing and researching sovereignty concept (for example, in maritime law, etc.). This phenomenon was
incorporated in the texts of the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 (Osnabrück and Münster treaties). Secular monarchs have
happily availed themselves of this innovation, because they received legal confirmation of their rights. Although,
despite its emergence, the wars continued, as well as the permanent struggle for redistribution of territories, for
repartition of the world called confrontation. And each time sovereignty as a protection system suffered deep blows that
made its principles tottering and undermined.
Among the various historical examples of triggering sovereign defence mechanism, one, forgotten by modern
researchers, is striking: to defend sovereignty through neutrality. This is one of the tragic pages of the Hungarian
Revolution of 1956, when prime minister of the insurgent country, economy teacher Imre Nagy appealed to the UN for
a neutral state status for Hungary, in order to protect the sovereignty of his country. (Chekalenko 2016). The
neighboring Republic of Austria, served as example for Hungary, by applying the same mechanism to force Soviet
troops to leave its territory (1955). In such a way, this dreamer hoped to stop aggressive Soviet machine by declaring
neutrality. As far as I recall, U.S. representative headed the UN Commission on this issue. It is difficult to predict how
the events of that time could have evolved, if it hadn`t been for the coincidence of international developments that
sometimes occur. In this particular case these were Egypt events and the Suez crisis. The Americans put everything at
stake in order to achieve advantages in the rich in energy-rich Arab region... and thay played the wrong card. They
didn`t offer a helping hand to Hungarians. They left them at the mercy of Stalin to be eventually crushed by the Soviet
crushing machine. However, the Americans failed to achieve significant progress in Egypt.
The supranational mechanism of international organizations (hereinafter - IO) promotes sovereignism. Of
course, not all of them, but for Ukraine — there are two most important — the European Union and the North Atlantic
Alliance. From the formal legal positions, there can be distinguished the following EU features of supranationality, such
as, the right to interfere within issues of internal competence of states as enshrined in the constitution; the imposition of
full powers to international officials for the creation of rules and control over their implementation; the right by their
decisions to oblige and grant the right of individuals and legal entities to member states, etc. So, in the official US
document, we read, ―Sovereignty issues arise if the IO usurp the powers of self-governing nations. The International
Criminal Court, for example, has attempted to assert jurisdiction over citizens of states that never agreed to the court‘s
statute (Sovereignty 2019).
The incompatibility of IO supranational functions with the principles of observing state sovereignty and
non-interfering in internal affairs of member states is still a hotly debated. Thus, EU researchers have reached a
consensus that there will be no conflict between the fundamental principles of international law and state membership in
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supranational organizations only when the charters of organizations provide for voluntary withdrawal from the
organization. Note that recent history has demonstrated that Ukraine tried in every possible way to refrain from
participating in such organizations with incorporated supranational elements. This, in particular, was discussed when
deciding at the first stage a on the issues of CIS structure including Collective Security Treaty Organization, border
troops at the CIS Interparliamentary Assembly. This position was explained by the reluctance to ―share‖ sovereignty.
The state documents of Ukraine of that time included provisions on non-participation in any supranational formations
and non-aligned status (Law of Ukraine 2010).
Over time, the programme for the development of state evolved. There were changes in interpretating
sovereignty concepts. Recognition of the legitimacy of supranational character of some international organizations has
concrete effects for the state recognizing it. In view of this, the democratization of the Ukrainian society and the state as
a whole provides for a deep restructuring of the entire legislative, judicial and social system, as well as implementing
various reforms (Law of Ukraine 2018; Resolution 2019).
Anti-sovereignty: state – IO
Is it possible to measure the interaction of a sovereign state with international entities in terms of antisovereign? According to our studies, the level of interaction of sovereignty and IO supranational mechanism is
measured by the share of state competences transferred to IO (Chekalenko 2013 3, 298-302). And the less such a share
is, the more sovereignism tendencies magnify. IO legal personality depends upon the will expressed by member states,
upon defining IO purposes, competence, powers, nature of the decisions taken, the structure of organs and other
parameters. When establishing the IO, states act as sovereign and equal, forming an organization on the basis of an
international treaty. At all stages of this process, the interaction of states has a coordinating, horizontal nature and is the
interaction of subjects of the same level.
When IO charter comes into force, this leads to quite serious consequences, the main of which is the
emergence of a new subject of international law that not identical to founding States. The organization established by
States begins its own life, often independent of the will and aspirations of its individual members, but at the same time
this organization has no sovereignty. It only has the amount of authority necessary for its functioning.
Whereas the transfer of sovereign competencies weakens the state and often causes the development of
irreversible processes, including sovereignism. American researcher Gilles Babinet argued that ―Some transfers of
sovereignty are sometimes carried out with the clear support of government agencies‖ (Gilles Babinet 2019).
How can sovereignism be prevented?
1. One of the options for stopping such a scenario may be to refuse to participate in the international
organization. However, the weak states, with a view to their own insolvency, cannot afford such an option. When
observing current trends, ywe may conclude that the protection of a weak state is possible only through integration with
developed countries, international structures that can take responsibility for a partner. Thus, Ukraine's security can be
ensured by a collective defence system, which is now implemented through cooperation and integration with world and
regional European and world security structures, as well as through the development of its own defense forces. At the
same time, the process of developing European security space is quite difficult. The European security system is being
formed for more than 70 years, but due to the challenges of invariable threats, the ultimate goal has not yet been
achieved.
2. To reject other irritants, such as by implementing the Democratic peace theory, declared by US President J.
Kennedy (1964). At first glance, its essence is quite appealing. It means confronting wars through building the world on
democracy. The belief is that democratic states DO NOT wage wars, and finally that all countries should be democratic.
But how to be with those who do not meet the criteria of democracy? The leading countries of the world will actually
―force‖ such subject of international law to become democratic. The advocates of such views support the right of
humanitarian intervention in the case of troubled states (failed state); welcome the scenario implemented in Kosovo and
approve of forceful intervention to Libya.
XXI military powers consider humanitarian intervention as virtually the only effective means of protecting
population from manifestations of power genocide, used by them a ground for interfering in the internal affairs of states.
Thus sovereignty is inferior to sovereignism.
3. The use of historical memory instruments, the outcomes of which appear through several generations
(Chekalenko L. 4 2019).
In connection with the above, the Velvet Divorce of Czech Republic and
Slovakia was the manifest of sovereignism of the Czech Republic, wasn`t it?
Recent maintenance of socialist countries in obedience has severely damaged the positive attitude towards
Ukraine and Ukrainians of Hungarians (1956) and Czechs (1968), as far as Ukrainians were part of the Soviet army.
The rejection of Ukrainians also causes simulated stand-off in Poland (due to Volyn and Visla events...). Sovereignism
was especially noticeable in Serbia and succeeded in the former Yugoslavia by fragmenting this prosperous country into
a range of mini-republics, some of which still remain in crisis. Sovereignism also played into the hands of Yugoslav
Kosovo; assisted in ripping off the part of the Greek island through Turkish gambit. In Ukraine it resulted in annexing
Crimean Peninsula and losing control over industrial Donetsk and Lugansk regions...
4. Finally, we add that we also see the activities of non-governmental organizations as a means of
implementing sovereignism (Wendell L. 1944; Gilles Babinet 2019).
Sovereignism has become a dangerous challenge in today's world. This disease of unrealized political
ambitions has gone beyond one state and spread around the world. It ruins the established norms, traditions and
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stability. And the opinion of Lord Palmerston more than ever confirms the victory of the modern sovereignism of today.
He wisely stated that "We have no eternal allies and we have no perpetual enemies. Our interests are eternal and
perpetual..." Precisely these interests are disrupting the European Union and the United Kingdom acted as the ruiner of
this European project.
So, we have partly answered the eternal question: who is to blame? It seems that to answer the question:
what to do next? Is far more complex. In our opinion, the best way to resist sovereignism is to become strong. To take
as the credo the idea of the outstanding creator of Germany Otto von Bismarck that "the best gift for the state is its
strength, its army and the army that knows how to defend".
In conclusion, the Pope expresses the viewpoint that ―populism is basically the same as sovereignty, which
―always ends badly‖ and ―causes war.‖ The Pope focuses on the difference between sovereignty and sovereignism.
Populism, on the other hand, the pontiff likens to ―show-politics,‖ adding that in today‘s political climate ―fear is the
means of manipulation of civilizations, the creative agent of xenophobias and racism, a terror sown in the peripheries of
the world.‖ He continues, ‖the people are sovereign (they have their way of thinking, feeling, evaluating, and
expressing themselves), while populist movements lead to forms of sovereignism. That suffix, ‗ism‘, is never good.‖
Possible prospects and conclusions
1. Sovereignism is the newest (although long-time) form of sovereignty. Any social phenomenon has to develop,
evolve. And sovereignty, being an old-time form of statehood, is transforming into new versions. The idea that
sovereignism emerged only in the 21st century, is far from the truth, since sovereignism existed before. But it was
not formally termed as sovereignism. Revolutionary coups, aggressor states, invaders with their raison d'être in
waging war, suffer from sovereignism. The advent of social-Nazism to power is also considered as a manifestation
of sovereignism. There's no need to remind what was the result?
2.

We defined sovereignism as the ―black holes‖ in sovereignty. The black hole has two dimensions: either to pave
the way for a new — to discoveries or to become a road to nowhere — to oblivion and destruction.

3.

Sovereignism can be regarded as a possibility of either weakening or strengthening sovereignty. We agree with the
point of view of researcher Martti Koskenniemi (2011) who argues that sovereignism originated as the result of
weakening sovereignty that is manifested as inability to stay in an acceptable system of international coordinates.
The researcher names sovereignty version of ―realizing human rights under military occupation‖, exercised by
Russia, as ―functional interventionism‖.
Sovereignism means to love yourself, to stretch a point. To neglect the rules of the community, to neglect the
rights of the other.

4.
5.

As a consequence: sovereignism generates narcissism — self-admiration that in international relations leads to
dangerous actions (power play, blackmail, bleforism, etc.).

6.

Sovereignty used to be traded and is traded. President of Russia Boris Yeltsin at one time appealed to the
governors of the Russian Federation with the motto "to take as much sovereignty as you can swallow‖ ! President's
motto was implemented in practice: sovereignism mechanism was triggered. This resulted in the struggle of
republics for sovereignty - Ichkeria, Bashkortostan, Ingushetia, Yakutia and others. This lead to growing powers
of Russian central government; in destroying all the participants of sovereignism both physically and morally,
although the ideas survived.

7.

To address the question, can the norms of international peace and human rights survive in aglobal system of
exceptionalism? The answer is that they will be able to survive if they accept sovereignism as it is.

8.

Sovereignism led to the outbreak of bloody wars across regions. Mass migration of the population is another
consequence apart from human casualties and the destruction of economic potential. And today there is no way of
opposing it.

9.

Sovereignism pushed from the outside, crushed the dignity of the states: remember humiliated Georgia, Ossetia
and Abkhazia, Nagorno-Karabakh, Transnistria, DPR and LPR, Ukraine.

10. Sovereignism creates a new social identity in war-torn regions, which is inter alia a national security challenge.
11. Future: sovereignism brings about instability, chaos, clashes and human casualties.
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